Ride-On™ Tire Conditioner & Ballast™ Formula (TC&B™) is a specially formulated ballast and cooling solution that protects tires and rims of agricultural, industrial, mining, and construction equipment. Ride-On™ TC&B™ is a great alternative to traditional ballast liquids that are environmentally hazardous, corrosive and harmful to tires and wheels. Additionally, Ride-On™ TC&B™ extends tire life by lubricating tire innerliners, helping tires run cooler, and reducing underinflation due to air loss from o-rings, vent holes, bead seats, and tire oxidation. Ride-On™ TC&B™ is not a puncture sealant and contains no fillers.

Features

- Reduces rim replacement and reconditioning costs - Ride-On™ TC&B™ conditions casings and contains corrosion inhibitors that help reduce rim scale and corrosion buildup. Ride-On™ TC&B™ lowers operating and maintenance costs by reducing the need for rim and bead cleanup and reconditioning.

- Water dispersible - Washes out with plain water leaving no residue. Ride-On™ TC&B™ will not interfere with the application of boots, section or tire plug and patch repairs.

- Safe to use - Non-flammable, non-hazardous, biodegradable.

- Lowers labor costs - Ride-On™ TC&B™ helps with mounting and de-mounting of off-road, industrial, and agricultural tires. High heat can cause a tire to weld itself to a rim, resulting in hours of labor spent trying to break free the tire bead and ultimately resulting in damage to the tire and rim.

- Suitable for all weather conditions - Specially formulated to prevent freezing at low temperatures and separation at high temperatures. Ride-On™ TC&B™ is an effective alternative to traditional ballast liquids (Density: 8.5 to 8.8 lbs/gal).

- Available in convenient 6-gallon pails and 55-gallon drums.

A Reputation You Can Ride-On

Inovex Industries, Inc. has earned its reputation by providing the world’s most advanced tire sealing solutions to commercial and professional fleets. Ride-On™ TPS is currently used in more than 250,000 applications by municipalities, counties, government agencies and hundreds of commercial fleets.

Ride-On™ TPS is available in formulations for every tire application. Try our Commercial High Speed (CHS™) formula for over-the-road equipment traveling at speeds in excess of 30 mph. For more severe applications and extreme off-road conditions, where downtime is critical, we recommend the use of our Ride-On Heavy Duty Off-Road (HDOTR™) sealant or our Tire Conditioner & Sealant (TC&S™) industrial sealant. Ride-On™ TPS is also available for motorcycles and bicycles.
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